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ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT (IMMOBILISATION, TOWING 
AND DETENTION OF VEHICLES) BILL 2020 

Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Ms R. Saffioti (Minister for Transport), and read a first time. 

Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [12.20 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Road Traffic Amendment (Immobilisation, Towing and Detention of Vehicles) Bill 2020 will prohibit wheel 
clamping and other means of vehicle immobilisation as a tool for private parking enforcement and regulate the 
removal and detention, or towing, of parked vehicles. 

In February this year, I announced these measures, in conjunction with the Premier and the Mayor of the City of 
Stirling at the Scarborough Beach foreshore. For quite some time, Scarborough has been a hotspot for questionable 
private parking regulation practices. In the development of this bill, we have heard from local business owners, 
explaining how predatory practices have driven away customers completely. We have heard from local shoppers who 
have been penalised for extremely minor infractions such as parking in front of one shop and then being penalised 
for visiting another shop within the same complex. We have also heard from the wider community, which is 
overwhelmingly calling for this draconian and unethical practice to be outlawed. The practice of wheel clamping 
can be extortionate and predatory, as we have seen in many examples across Western Australia. At a time when 
we are actively trying to encourage people to shop at local businesses more than ever, it is vital that we remove 
practices that scare them away. 

This bill is not about removing the rights of private property owners; it is about putting in place a just and 
proportionate framework for dealing with illegally parked vehicles. The new legislation will protect the rights of 
landowners and small businesses, and allow infringements to continue to be issued as normal. As a matter of last 
resort, vehicle removal procedures could occur, but conditions will be in place and costs will be capped. The 
Parliamentary Counsel’s Office advised that the best approach to banning vehicle immobilisation was to amend 
the Road Traffic Act 1974. This bill amends the Road Traffic Act to allow the Minister for Transport, assisted by the 
Department of Transport, to become responsible for the administration of the prohibition of vehicle immobilisation 
and the regulation of vehicle removal and detention. 

The Road Traffic Amendment (Immobilisation, Towing and Detention of Vehicles) Bill 2020 draws from existing 
legislation from Queensland. Queensland has prohibited vehicle immobilisation since 1997 and has a thoroughly 
regulated towing industry. Vehicle immobilisation is already explicitly prohibited in the Northern Territory, 
New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. Although there is no explicit ban in Tasmania or the Australian Capital 
Territory, other legal mechanisms limit the use of vehicle immobilisation devices. This bill will bring Western Australia 
in line with other states by banning the use of vehicle immobilisation as a way of controlling parking. This bill will 
ban vehicle immobilisation across Western Australia. The new legislation means that the use of all vehicle immobilisers, 
such as wheel clamps, will be banned as a way of controlling parking. The bill also covers new technologies such as 
barnacles that immobilise vehicles by attaching to the windscreen. The bill covers all the ways in which vehicles can 
be immobilised, which is why I refer to vehicle immobilisation in general rather than wheel clamping specifically. 

This government committed to banning wheel clamping as a means of controlling parking. The media continues to 
report wheel clamping cases that have led to a rise in community concern that vehicles are being clamped improperly 
and in a way that coerces payment. One of the issues raised by the community is that wheel clampers sit and wait 
for an opportunity to clamp parked vehicles in a predatory and intimidating fashion. This bill will ban that practice. 
However, it should be noted that even after the ban is implemented, some forms of vehicle immobilisation will be 
permitted. Members of the public will be able to use wheel clamps on their own vehicles. For example, if they want 
to clamp their caravan or trailer to keep it secure, that will continue to be legal. Also, state-appointed enforcement 
officers will continue to be able to immobilise vehicles when authorised to do so in the course of their duties. 
Currently, this practice is undertaken by sheriffs, police officers and some agents of courts acting under written 
authorisation. But the objectionable practice of preying on people parking in private parking areas will be ended. 
The Western Australian community has made its voice heard on this issue. This government has listened, and we 
are acting to stamp out the unfair practice of vehicle immobilisation. 
There is a second and very important aspect to this bill. Experiences in other states suggest that when vehicle 
immobilisation is banned as a means of controlling parking, some parking owners turn to having vehicles removed 
from their lands. For this reason, this government intends to regulate vehicle removal as a way of controlling parking. 
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We do not want members of the public to find that their vehicles have been towed away instead of clamped, with the 
result that they must pay more to retrieve their vehicles than the cost of vehicle immobilisation. This bill therefore 
regulates the ways in which vehicles that are parked without authorisation can be towed from private parking areas. 
Currently, there is no regulation of private parking towing. Under this bill, the parking owner can choose to enter 
into a towing arrangement with a towing service provider. These arrangements will be recorded in a form approved 
by the CEO of Transport. If a problem with parking at the site cannot be controlled by the use of education, signage 
or ticketing, the parking owner can call a towing service provider to remove the vehicle. This would particularly 
be the case if the vehicle was parked in a dangerous way—for example, if it was blocking a fire exit. Although the 
intention is to allow vehicle removal and detention only as a last resort, it must be acknowledged that the costs of 
towing and the release of vehicles will be greater than the costs of wheel clamping. Such instances will be minimised 
through regulations that specify signage, capped charges, requirements to attempt to locate the vehicle driver or 
owner, and other measures to disincentivise predatory behaviour. For instance, prominent signage about the penalties 
and consequences of breaching parking conditions will be required at the site. 
A tow truck driver must make an effort to find the driver of the parked vehicle. If the driver returns before their 
vehicle is fully loaded, and they agree to move their vehicle, their vehicle can be returned without charge. However, 
if they do not return until after the vehicle is loaded or if they refuse to move the vehicle, it will be taken to a storage 
yard. The regulations will provide a fixed fee—proposed to be $200 and indexed to the cost of living—to be paid 
by the driver to the towing service provider for the return of the vehicle. This fee will be set in line with the fees 
used in Queensland for private property towing; it is also in line with modelling commissioned by the Department of 
Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety. This is not an overly generous fee and, again, the intention is that the 
removal of vehicles will be a parking management measure of last resort. 
The bill will be supported by regulations to regulate the rare cases of vehicle removal and detention, including 
requirements for signage, fees, geographical exclusions and administration. It is planned that removal and detention 
will not be authorised until the regulations are in force. Depending on time scales and the competing priorities 
of a full legislative agenda, there may be a small delay between the implementation of the prohibition of the 
immobilisation and the regulation of removal and detention. 
The scope of these regulations will mostly affect small parking areas, such as shopping strip centres with small 
businesses. It is not considered reasonable or necessary to impact on the operations of local governments and large 
shopping centres, given that community concerns have related to limited problems at smaller facilities. These 
reforms will also exclude parking facilities with physical infrastructure such as entry and exit barriers, as drivers 
can reasonably expect consequences for non-payment at those types of facilities. 
Department of Transport wardens will undertake the enforcement of parking provisions and will also have the 
authority to appoint wardens in local government areas who can also ensure that vehicle removal and detention is 
enacted in line with the bill and the regulations. The bill sets out the enforcement powers needed to undertake this 
work, with the intention that Department of Transport wardens will undertake the enforcement. This expansion 
of powers means that the powers to enforce the regulation of private parking towing are in line with existing 
departmental powers to enforce mass, dimension or loading requirements of heavy vehicles, including tow trucks. 
These changes will not impact on most work undertaken by the tow truck industry. The regulations will apply only 
to vehicle removal and detention as a means of private parking control. This will not affect all other forms of towing, 
such as picking up vehicles involved in crashes or breakdowns. Most of the work undertaken by tow trucks is roadside 
pick-ups, and that will not be affected by this bill. Some forms of vehicle removal will also continue to be legal 
and necessary. Tow trucks will continue to pick up and move cars that obstruct or cause a hazard on public roads. 
For instance, cars parked in clear zones or special event clearways, transit lanes and bus lanes or on a freeway can 
be moved. Local governments will be able to remove cars that have been left abandoned on the streets without 
numberplates. Sheriffs, police or other state-appointed enforcement officers exercising their functions will be able 
to authorise the towing of cars, and courts can order the removal of cars. 
But the overarching framework of this bill is the regulation of parking management, including regulating the towing 
of vehicles from private parking areas. This is important because the intention is to improve the regulation of parking. 
Parking operators report that a small proportion of drivers require some form of deterrent from abusing parking 
arrangements. This bill will ban vehicle immobilisation as a way of controlling parking. Vehicle removal from private 
parking areas and vehicle detention will be regulated. The government’s position is that the best enforcement option 
is for parking operators to enter into a local parking arrangement with the relevant local government. This will allow 
local government parking wardens to issue infringements, and those who park without authorisation can be fined. 
Under such arrangements, local government wardens can patrol private parking areas and issue fines, just as they 
can on local government properties. Unfortunately, not all local governments have adopted the model local parking 
law, and the Department of Transport is encouraging local governments to adopt this policy to provide consistency. 
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The new legislation will protect the rights of landowners and small businesses by encouraging parking fines 
through local parking agreements. It protects the rights of drivers by banning vehicle immobilisation. As a matter 
of last resort, vehicle removal could occur, but costs will be capped in accordance with the associated regulations. 
I commend the bill to the house. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr A. Krsticevic. 
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